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As on lslomi Shariah based Bank, Union Bonk Limited hos been growing smoothly with o positive attitude to compete with other Banks
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AlphaRating assigns long-term rating of A+
(pronou nced as single A plus) and short-

term rating of ST-2 in favor of Union Bank
Limited (herein after referred to as "UBL" or
"the bank').The outlook of the rating is
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While assigning the rating AlphaRating
considered both favorable and unfavorable
movement in overall performance of the
bank. The rating reflects strength in terms
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asset size marked by

noticeable growth in investment, improved
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control, adequate provision against all
investments, maintaining investment to
deposit ratio below the ceiling rate and
decreased cost of fund. AlphaRating also
appreciates its role in the philanthropic
activities such as CSR, Green banking and

initiative to mitigate environmental risks
which contributes to the sustainable
economic & social development of the
cou
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rating are rapid growth of non performing

lnvestment, sector concentration

increasing market competition.
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investment portfolio, asset liability
mismatch, single party investment risk
exposu re, decreased retu rn on asset a nd
return on equity, small market share
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cash position and investment

securities. Moreover, factors such as surplus
capital against risk weighted asset, steady

and

The 'stable' outlook assessed by AlphaRating
reflects. However, performance of increasing
market share with a well-diversified portfolio
while keeping the non performing investment
at minimal will be the key rating sensitivity in
futu re.
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